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Background
• Perceived ‘Funding Gap’ for device development projects
beyond early TRL range
• About supply chain aspect principally; not domestic
electricity generation
• Became an ‘existentialist’ review of market, stages of
development, LCoE aims etc
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Interviewees: in finance, industry and o/s
State agencies
• SmartBay

• NOW Ireland

• BDO Ireland

• Verdant

• DP Energy

• Irish Stock Exchange

• Black and Veatch

• Open Ocean Energy

• Enterprise Ireland

• Arthur Cox

• Ocean Energy

• Electroroute

• Prof Tony Lewis

• BVP (venture capital)

• ESBI

• SEAI

• AIB

• Jospa

• Schottel Hydro GmbH

• New Era

• Blue Power Energy/IWEDA

• Scottish Renewables

• Greencoat (venture capital)

• Open Hydro

• Scottish Enterprise

• Davy

• National Treasury Management Agency (NTMA)

• Scottish Government

• Goodbody

• Aquamarine Power

• Marine Energy Catapult UK

Consensus on Huge Opportunity
• Carbon Trust 2011: £40bn pa market by 2050; up to 75% of market
open to UK
• Ocean Energy Europe 2013: 100GW installed in Europe in 2050
• International Energy Agency 2014: 200GW installed by 2050…..65%
wave
• EY 2013: ‘Ocean energy …similar rates of growth between 2030 and
2050 as offshore wind has achieved in 20 years …1.2m new jobs by
2050
• ……..and others

Strategic Issues
Views sought on:
• Renewables generally and ocean energy in particular
• How much investment required to move the industry to
entry to commercial markets
• Scope for European support and Scottish collaboration
• ‘Support for whole device v support for technology e.g. subsystems’ quandary

Responses
Grouped under two headings:
•Issues around financing ocean energy today
•Features which should form part of any solution

Ocean Energy’s Financial Issues Today
1. RE here to stay; volatile market; impact of solar
2. Development of technology to commercial stage within grasp:
another €400m? Perhaps optimistic?
3. Positive investment climate in Ireland but no support for OE in
mainstream finance
4. OE will not attract commercial funding until technology matures
5. OE damaged by unrealistic expectations and pressure to bring in
commercial capital to experimental device developments
6. Pressure of site development requirement

Features of a Solution
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Warranties, performance guarantees and insurance
No role for public markets until commercial stage reached
An Irish equivalent to Wave Energy Scotland but with ‘learnings’
Technology convergence a pre- requisite of commercial investor
interest
National funding roadmap critical
Capacity to Scale
Role for Europe
Co-operation with Scotland key
Devices v Sub-systems focus

Conclusions
• There is a remarkable economic opportunity in ocean energy
• But our wave resource can be exploited without any major Irish supply
chain input
• Opportunity does not necessarily involve manufacture of wave and tidal
hulls but we have a wonderful resource in Harland & Wolff, Belfast
• Need to develop and promote a strong national ambition for ocean energy
• No significant commercial finance available for ocean energy for years to
come and early requirement has done damage
• PDF is fit and flexible
• ‘Devices v Systems’ argument

Pre- Commercial Technology Fund (PCTF)
• Focus on TRL3-cTRL6
• 100% funding using SBIR model but make it fit for purpose
• Draw on WES experience and learnings so far e.g. WES challenging for
small companies
• If possible, complementary topics to WES but include tidal
• Promote internationally; 2 x €2.5m competitive calls pa
• Strict engineering reviews and metrics of success
• Flexible re IPR
• Final call should involve a prize for a small output device

Other Recommendations
• Involve IDA/EI/NTMA in design and decision-taking of PCTF
• Establish metrics of success to underpin another round in c2020
• Design a solution for early commercial stage of ocean energy
• Debate on a National Ambition for Ocean Energy 2020-2030 +
• Informal framework with Scotland
• Drive European Support
• Develop an innovation and learning support scheme during 2016

The ‘Growian Syndrome’
GROWIAN 1980 – 1988

90m DM ~ 75m €
100m tower – 100m rotor diameter
340 ton nacelle= jumbo jet!

3MW capacity
Active 1% of life and scrapped in 1987
“ We built GROWIAN to prove that it cannot
be done!” Der Spiegel 24,1985
…and yet Growian is a cornerstone of the
German and European wind industry

Source: http://www.heiner-doerner-windenergie.de

Comparative Experiences
• Wind
• 10MW in 1980
• More than 100 GW today

• Offshore Wind
• 1st demo deployment: 11 X 450KW Vindeby 1991
• 1st commercial deployment: 40MW Middelgrunden 2000
• 2015: 3072 (584 in H1 2015 alone) offshore turbines / 82 wind farms / 11
countries />10GW
• Symbol of the lost opportunity?: Arklow 25.2MW 2002
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• Tried and tested
• Meets early stage
needs in particular
• c€5m pa + 'Apple'
• Keep flexible-could
be key to funding
major prototypes
later
• For TRL 3- c6 area
• Involve agencies;
ties in to OREDP
• Draws on SBIR but
made fit for purpose
• 2 x €2.5m callls pa;
100% funding; Prize
at end?
• Financing the early
commercial projects
at TRL 8+
• Engage SIF etc
• Start design soon
e.g. via ORESG,
learning experience
in PCTF
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